Build a sense of community and establish engaging, rigorous classrooms and strong schoolwide culture with on-demand training for your entire school or district.

AVID ElevateXP delivers professional learning virtually with new strategies, tools, and resources that amplify best practices for educators and administrators. Participants will experience and apply high-engagement strategies to build rigorous and connected learning communities.

Professional Learning With Follow-Up Support

Experience 12 hours of learning with a peer group

Stay connected through a discussion forum that provides engaging conversation and support

Access up to four 30-minute sessions of collaborative coaching and support

A flexible and supportive modular learning design

Participants will engage in:

- Whole-group learning
- Breakout groups
- Deeper learning time, which includes focused learning with a facilitator, small-group learning with other participants, and/or individualized learning.

9 out of 10 participants say AVID’s virtual PL is more actionable, collaborative, engaging, inspiring, and relevant than other professional learning.

Visit AVIDelevateXP.org to get started.

For questions, contact AVIDCare@avid.org or 1-833-284-3227.